Navigating to The Crossing Land
The Crossing's address is 392 Nutleys Creek Road, Bermagui. We are 6km or 15 minutes from
Bermagui. The last 4 km is on dirt roads. Always navigate to Bermagui first before using Google to
navigate to The Crossing. Google can send you on inappropriate 4wd tracks if you Google navigate
from far away.
Turn into Carnago St off Bermagui’s main road, Lamont St. Carnago St is opposite the Bermagui
Fishermans Coop and becomes Murrah St which then becomes Nutleys Creek Road which is dirt.
This dirt road takes you along forested ridge tops west from Bermagui. Go past Black Marlin Drive
and River Road and take the third turn to your right signposted “The Crossing”.
If you miss this turn and go further on Nutleys Creek Rd you will reach a concrete creek ford in
farmland. After this ford the road goes into Biamanga National Park becoming suitable only for
4WD vehicles. Turn back to find “The Crossing” sign.
Follow "The Crossing" and “Airbnb” signs another 2km along our dirt driveway until you reach a
paddock and “Falls Gate Hut” over a grid. The Crossing is the last property on this driveway.
At “falls Gate Hut” go straight ahead, over a second grid and past a big corro water tank. Park in
the large open signed parking area near the small wooden toilet huts and shipping container shed.
Walk through the small gate into the main garden area and please call out if we have not heard you
arrive. Try the community hall first which is the big building to the north down in front of you.
The long thin building to the east is accommodation. The Program Host's house is the lower building
down through the garden to the left or north west.
The best way to contact your Host on your day of arrival, or if you have any difficulties or change
of schedule, is on our landline phone. This number is 64933400. Lily also checks email and AirbnB
every few hours.

Special Instructions for group arrivals

Please make a toilet stop in Bermagui before your arrival. There is a one hour walk journey or
three hour canoe journey into The Crossing depending on arrival time. Public toilets are located at
the Bermagui Surf Club off Lamont St and opposite the main row of shops. Please give us a call on
64933400 half an hour before you arrive into Bermagui so we have time to get our staff to the right
meeting point for your group. Afternoon and evening arrival school groups walk into the Crossing
one hour with their daypacks from the intersection of Nutleys Creek Road and our driveway
(large buses cannot come into The Crossing).

The Crossing is a sustainable camp

Group accommodation is in a renovated train carriage bunkhouse with separate teacher/Airbnb
rooms
Drinking water is from rainwater collection
Electricity is PV solar generated.
Hot water happens when the sun is shining or wood stove fire is burning.
Toilets are dry composting
Grey water is treated on site through reed beds.

